
COSTS

Full seminar 350€

Friday to sunday 250€

Monday and tueday 170€

BOOKING

Please contact us if you would like to attend . We will

send you a booking form which we ask you return to

us

PLACE

LA FONTAINE DE L’AUBE

11, chemin de Lauris

84160 Cadenet

FRANCE

INFORMATIONS

06 28 07 42 55 // kiryuho@yahoo.fr

www.kiryuho-france.blogspot.com

www.kiryuho.com

vimeo.com/kiryuho/videos

DATES

Friday 28 october 17:00 - 19:00

Saturday 29 october 7:30 - 18:00

Sunday 30 october 7:30 - 18:00

Monday 31 october 7:00 - 18:00

Tuesday 1st november 9:00 - 15:30

Detailed program in page 4.

SPACE IS LOVE

a Kiryuho special event

with Kajo TSUBOI
Kiryuho’s founder

Kyoko Sato

Luc Blanchard and Yonnel Perrier

CADENET

28 october ~ 1st november 2016

KIRYUHO is a movement and ernergy art.

Ki is the fondamental energy

Ryu is the flow of this ernergy

Ho represents the universal laws, like gravity



Kajo Tsuboi majored in psy-

chology and graduated from

Waseda University. He interes-

ted in Japanese archery,

Taoism and various forms of

meditation including Rama-

krishna and Vivekananda's way.

He made contact with Morihei

Ueshiba, the founder of Aikido,

and practiced for many years.

He also studied various dances,

Seitai(ki-energy medical way),

Shinto practice, etc. 

He founded the Kiryuho Insti-

tute in Tokyo in 1979 and has

been developing the work, teaching and writing books ever since.

Kyoko Sato began studies with the founder of Mo-

bius Kiryuho, Kajo Tsuboi in 1979.

She has been a Mobius Ki-

ryuho practitioner for 20

years. She teaches throu-

ghout Japan and travels

regularly to France, Ger-

many, Belgium and Italy to

give courses in this art of

Flowing Movement.

Yonnel Perrier practice Ki-

ryuho since 1996 with master

Kajo Tsuboi and teaches regu-

lary at Chambery for 10 years.

He is also invited to teach in

Lyon, Paris and Aix-en-

Provence.

He frequently travels to Japan

to deepen his knowledge. He

also studied Hikari no Bu, a martial art of non-resistance,

created by master Kajo Tsuboi from the principles of Kiryuho

and the art of master Akeji Sumeyoshi.

Luc Blanchard begins Kiryuho in 1992 and meet, two years

later, master Kajo Tsuboi, founder of

this art.

He founds in the spirit of this prac-

tice, a complement to his theatrical

research : a matter still in motion .

He decided to go to the sources of

Kiryuho and travels to Japan to prac-

tice Hikari no Bu, a martial art, na-

tural extension of Kiryuho . He

follows this teaching with Kajo Tsu-

boi for over 12 years.

Old writing of “step” Old writing of “foot”

Old japanese sculpture of Jomon period

(-15 000 à -300 BC)

❈❊❋❈❊❋ KIRYUHO CELEBRATES 30 YEARS OF PRACTICE IN EUROPE ❈❊❋❈❊❋

This seminar will be the oportunity to celebrate with Kajo Tsuboi - Kiryuho founder - and many Kiryuho teachers from Japan, Europe and Australia, the

first Kiryuho workshop in Europe in 1985. It will also be the oportunity to open a new Kiryuho era in Europe for the next 30 years to come !

The natural and recharging environment of La Fontaine de l’Aube will allow us to practice Kiryuho connected with nature and elements.

This event is co-organised by La Fontaine de l’Aube,
http://www.lepetitprince.asso.fr/fontaine-de-aube/presentation-fontaine-aube



ACCOMODATION

On the spot :

- shared room 2 people 25€ / nuit / pers

- shared room 6 people 17€ / nuit / pers

- In the practice room or camping 10€ / nuit / pers

Duvets and sheets are not supplied (or at the cost of 10€)
Places in shared rooms are limited. Bookings taken in order of registration.

If you wish to stay in the village or nearby, please contact the Tourist
Office +33 (0)4 90 68 38 21.

MEALS

A community kitchen and a space for lunch are avalaible to the
practioners.
There are restaurants in the village (5 min by foot)

BOOKING FORM

Return to :
kiryuho@yahoo.fr

or
Yonnel Perrier
Le Champet

42 220 THELIS LA COMBE - FRANCE

Name :

First name :

Adress :

Phone :

E-mail :

[ ] Full seminar
[ ] Friday to sunday
[ ] Monday and tuesday

Accomodation

[ ] By my own way
[ ] Shared room 2 people
[ ] Shared room 6 people
[ ] In the practice room
[ ] Camping



Friday 28 october

17:00 - 19:00
Opening

Practice

Master Kajo Tsuboi

Saturday 29 october

7:30 - 8:15
Optionnal practice

Yonnel Perrier

10:00 - 12:00
Practice

Luc Blanchard

15:00 - 18:00
Conference & practice I

Master Kajo Tsuboi

3R
Relaxation, Relations and Realisation

Kiryuho’s origin

Kajo Tsuboi will talk about the
process of his study, meditation
and martial arts, including his

personal life history.

20:00
Demonstration & Performance

Kyoko Sato and guests

Sunday 30 october

7:30 - 8:15
Optionnal practice

Luc Blanchard

10:00 - 12:00
Practice

Yonnel Perrier

15:00 - 18:00
Conference & practice II

Master Kajo Tsuboi

3R
Relaxation, Relations et Réalisation
Body, Language & Cousciousness

The meaning of human beings
are standing and walking.

20:00
Poetry & Performance

Monday 31 october

7:00 - 8:00
Sunrise dance

10:00 - 12:00
Practice
Kyoko Sato

15:00 - 16:30
Talk I

Experimented practitioners

Kiryuho in our personnal activities

17:00 - 18:00
Practice

Master Kajo Tsuboi

20:00 - 21:30
Talk II

Kiryuho in our personnal activities

21:30
Breathing and meditation

Tuesday 1st november

9:00 - 12:00
Practice
Kyoko Sato

14:00 - 15:30
Questions and answers

Master Kajo Tsuboi

This program isn’t final. His contents might change. However, the begining and ending time will not be modified.


